This supplement includes numerical experiments showcasing the performance of the methods and R code to implement the proposed approach along with some supporting reports on empirical results and Bayesian inferences.
Dynamics of the first-digit cumulative probability. Each line represents the cumulative multinomial probability up to digit d, i.e. We then set the number of knots and compute B-spline predictors, and set the penalty matrix to use penalized splines.
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The following code chunks are used for calling and implementing our method in JAGS.
In R, we can write the model in BUGS language and specify parameters, initial values, and data. The command jags connects inputs in R to JAGS and saves the simulations for easy access in R. # JAGS data data <-list("y", "N", "Bsp", "no.in.knots")
## Run JAGS in R
results <-jags(data, inits, parameters, model, n.chains = 4, n.iter = 5000, n.thin = 10, n.burnin = 2500)
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We now plot the resulting outcomes. Below, we present the empirical distribution as points, the posterior mean as a solid line, the credible bands as a polygon and the true multinomial probability as a dashed line. This chart shows the posterior predictive distribution for the first-digit probability p t from our model. As it can be observed, most observed proportions for each digit are covered by the respective 95% credible bands of the predictive distribution, thus suggesting that the model fits well the data. 
